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Considerations

Could this happen to you?

A prime mover and trailer was transporting 20 bog mats (in two 
separate stacks) and a pump skid from a camp pad to a well site. 
After travelling about 700m on an in-field private track, the trailer 
unexpectedly disconnected from the prime mover after driving over a 
cattle grid. The trailer came to rest on the track. The back stack of 10 
bog mats moved forward and made contact with the pump skid. The 
front stack of 10 bog mats came free and cascaded out onto the road. 

The trailer and pump skid were damaged.

Failure to positively 
confirm truck and trailer 
connection may result 
in unintentional trailer 
disconnection. This 
can lead to the trailer, 
or lost load, colliding 
with a vehicle or person, 
resulting in serious 
asset damage, severe 
injury and/or fatality. 
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Was this Bulletin useful? 

Please let us know your feedback at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/trailer-disconnect

Learnings
In certain circumstances for this model of turntable mechanism, 
it is possible to partially engage the trailer hitching assembly and 
complete each of the procedure steps. It is only when the truck 
and trailer combo exert forces that decoupling can occur.

The king pin was visually inspected, and checks undertaken to ensure 
trailer was connected. However, it was difficult to visually verify that the 
lock tab and handle assembly were completely engaged.

Two operating procedures existed for connecting the truck and 
the trailer – one for the trucking company and another for 
the rig contractor.

To speed up the process, spotters had become routinely 
tactically involved in hitching trailers and operating various 
items of vehicle equipment.

> Include all styles of turntables used by the organisation in Operating Procedures for truck and trailer connection.
> Minimise the variety of turntable models/manufacturers used within the organisation to allow for consistent training 
   and operation.
> Clarify the role of spotters on rig sites (including their role in truck and trailer connection) in Standard Operating 
   Procedures. Use these procedures to train spotters and verify competence.
> Use a torch to assist with poor lighting and visibility when inspecting truck and trailer connections.

> What role do spotters at your rig site play in truck and trailer connections? Is this consistent with your standard 
   operating procedures?

> How do you confirm that truck and trailer connection is completely engaged? Do you know how to confirm truck 
   and trailer connection for every style of turntable used by your organisation?


